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QUESTION 1

Which of the following elements are presents in a Vagrant box file? (Choose two correct answers.) 

A. A Vagrant guest configuration file that is used to create instances of the box. 

B. Configuration files for provisioners such as Ansible. 

C. The installer for the Vagrant version which is required to run the box. 

D. A metadata file describing the box and its requirements. 

E. A base file system image in a format supported by the provider of the box. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

 

QUESTION 2

What King of data is provided to Prometheus by a monitored service? 

A. The monitored service provides metric values for keys defined in Prometheus\\' monitoring schema. 

B. The monitored service provides one metric value which replaces the former calue of the service\\'s register in
Prometheus. 

C. The monitored service provides a status in terms of one of three well defined service states. 

D. The monitored servide provides an interface which Prometheus queries for the value of a specific metric key. 

E. The monitored service provides arbitrary pairs of keys and metric values which are scraped by Prometheus. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of a .dockerignore file? 

A. It specifies which parts of a Dockerfile should be ignored when building a Docker image. 

B. It musr be placed in the top level directory of volumes that Docker should never attach automatically to a container. 

C. It exists in the root file system of containers that should ignore volumes and ports provided by Docker. 

D. It specifies files that Docker does not submit to the Docker aemon when building a Docker image. 

E. It lists files existing in a Docker image which should be excluded when building a derivative image. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

How does Vagrant run virtual machines? 

A. Vagrant uses a vagrant-specific hypervisor called VagrantVM. 

B. Vagrant has to be run within a running virtual machine which is not controlled by Vagrant. 

C. Vagrant ships with an embedded version of VirtualBox. 

D. Vagrant uses so-called provides which control external hypervisors such as VirtualBox. 

E. Vagrant generates virtual machine images but does not provide a mechanism to run them. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following commands lists the cookbooks available on a Chef server? 

A. kitchen cookbook list 

B. chef-client cookbook list 

C. chef-server cookbook list 

D. chef-solo cookbook list 

E. knife cookbook list 

Correct Answer: E 
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